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Producing bioplastics from wastewater
February 21, 2023 | Claudia Carle
Topics: Wastewater

Wastewater treatment plants can do more than just wastewater treatment. In the future, they
should also recover resources. One approach that researchers at Eawag are pursuing is the
conversion of the organic carbon contained in wastewater into bioplastics with the help of
bacteria.

The treatment of wastewater to protect human health and water bodies remains the primary task of
wastewater treatment plants. In addition, the recovery of resources is becoming increasingly important
on the path to circular economy. Wastewater, for example, contains a lot of organic carbon that is often
converted into methane for further energy production. Antoine Brison and Nicolas Derlon from Eawag’s
Process Engineering Department have now investigated whether and how bioplastics could be obtained
instead from organic carbon as a higher-value product. To do this, they work with bacteria that are able
to store organic carbon as polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA). These biopolymers serve as energy and
carbon source for the bacteria. They can be extracted from the bacterial cells and further processed to
biodegradable plastic.

If bioplastics could be produced from wastewater, this would offer several advantages over current
production methods. PHAs are at present produced from primary feedstock such as sugar or vegetable
oils under sterile conditions. This results in high production costs, which is why PHA bioplastics, despite
their attractive properties, cannot compete with petroleum-based plastics so far and therefore remain a
niche product. The use of organic carbon from wastewater, which is available for free, and the use of
mixed microbial cultures, which do not require energy-intensive, sterile conditions, are therefore a
promising approach.

It takes three steps to produce these bioplastics from wastewater. First, as much of the organic carbon
as possible must be extracted from the wastewater. Subsequently, this carbon must be fermented into
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volatile fatty acids, the precursors of PHA. Finally the researchers can selectively grow PHA-storing
bacteria in the acid-rich substrate.
  

   From wastewater to PHA bioplastic (Graphic: Eawag) 

  Space-saving microsieves for separating the carbon  

For the separation of organic carbon from wastewater, the researchers compared two different
methods: On the one hand, the primary settler available in most wastewater treatment plants,
and on the other hand, microsieves as an alternative separation technology. The results show
that both methods are equally efficient at removing organic carbon from wastewater. The yield
was particularly high when flocculants were added to the wastewater beforehand, so that
smaller particles clumped together to form larger ones and could thus be separated better. In
this way, about 60% of the organic carbon contained in the wastewater could be recovered.
The fermentation of carbon captured with the two different separation technologies produced
substrates that had a similar fatty acid composition and abundance, and are therefore equally
suitable for the production of PHA plastic. However, a major advantage of microsieves is that
they are significantly smaller - their space requirement is only about 10 to 15 % of that of
primary settlers. This has also convinced some Swiss wastewater treatment plants (WWTP),
such as the WWTP Sihltal (Zurich), which will be using microsieves from 2023.
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With these microsieves, the organic carbon can be separated from the wastewater just as efficiently as in
the previously used primary settlers, except that the microsieves require significantly less space. (Photo:
Huber)

  PHA-storing bacteria have an advantage in nutrient-limited environments  

For PHA-production, a biomass enriched in PHA-storing bacteria must be grown on the fatty
acid-rich substrate. The researchers therefore investigated under which conditions these
bacteria grow best and can prevail over other, non-PHA storing bacteria. Since PHA are
storage substances that bacteria only produce under restricted growth conditions, e.g. when
an important nutrient such as phosphorus is missing, it was reasonable to assume that
nutrient deficiencies could be a selection advantage for PHA storing bacteria. The researchers
therefore experimented with synthetic wastewater with different ratios of carbon to phosphorus
in the experimental hall at Eawag. They found that the proportion of PHA storing bacteria in
the microbial community actually increased when the phosphorus availability decreased. In
the optimal case, the PHA storing bacteria dominated with over 90%, at the same time also
formed the most PHA plastic and completely purified the wastewater of carbon and
phosphorus.

Subsequently, the experiments were carried out with real wastewater whose composition
fluctuated over the course of the 150-day trial. Although this meant that the nutrients
phosphorus and nitrogen were not consistently limiting, up to 70% of the biomass was in the
form of PHA at the end of the trial.

Possible applications of bioplastics from wastewater

Further investigations are still needed to better understand and optimise the processes
producing bioplastics from wastewater before pilot tests can take place in public wastewater
treatment plants.

And where do the researchers see the potential applications, if bioplastics could one day be
actually produced from wastewater? “Even if these plastics might eventually become
economically viable, it would be impossible to produce enough volume to cover society’s
demand for their petro-chemical counterparts,” says Antoine Brison. Another major obstacle
to the utilisation of bioplastics from wastewater is that the legal framework conditions and
social acceptance are still lacking. Brison therefore sees potential in more specific niche
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applications for the bioplastics made form wastewater - for example as coating for fertilizers to
achieve a slow release. Another possibility is self-healing concrete, which a Dutch company is
working on. Therein, PHAs could serve as a carbon source for bacteria that heal cracks in
concrete when water penetrates by stimulating the formation of lime.
  

A reactor that is suitable for wastewater treatment plants

 Up to now, so-called sequencing batch reactors (SBR) have been used for the environmental
production of PHA bioplastics, which are fed with the initial substrate in batches. However,
wastewater treatment plants operate with a continuous flow. The researchers therefore
investigated whether a continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR) would also be suitable, which
would significantly facilitate the integration of PHA production in existing WWTPs. It turned out
that even significantly more PHA-storing biomass could be produced in this reactor from the
same amount of wastewater.

Cover picture: Bioplastics produced from wastewater (Photo: Antoine Brison, Eawag)
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